The “New Frontiers in Food – Fast Forward”
(NF4) project is a fast track
internationalization accelerator for
innovation-intensive food SMEs.

UPCOMING
EVENTS

• Tech Road Show Wagralim Event in Brussels
[ Sept. 12 & 13 ]
• NF4 Innovation Tour to Brazil
[ Nov. 3 - Nov. 8 ]
• Tech Road Show FI Europe in Paris
[ Dec. 5 & 6 ]

MORE INFO ON NEWFRONTIERSINFOOD.EU >

READ MORE >

& THE NF4 LINKEDIN GROUP >

NEWS
FLASH

PAST EVENTS >

Experiences USA mission

•

In March 2019, 14 companies took part in a partnership
mission in USA. The Future Food Tech in San Francisco was
one of the highlights.
READ MORE >

Q2/2019

Tech Road Show at Vitafoods
NF4 was in Geneva during the Vitafoods Europe fair. Since
healthy & nutritional food is a target of the consortium, the
team chose Vitafoods as an assembly point where we met
partners, international guests and companies.
READ MORE >

Experiences NF4 Innovation Tour China
In May 2019, a delegation of 19 SMEs visited China to explore the Chinese
market for food and beverage.

Tech Road Show at CFIA Rennes
The CFIA is a major exhibition for the food-processing sector
in Europe, showcasing top-notch products and solutions for all
companies in the sector. It attracts over 20.000 visitors every
year.

READ MORE >

READ MORE >
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